
KONG Divider (Rev.1)

25 QT Divider Capacity - 1
50 QT Divider Capacity - 3
Cruiser Divider Capacity - 1
70 QT Divider Capacity - 3
110 QT Divider Capacity - 2

2 - To use as a vertical Divider, place the 
Divider into the vertical slot molded into the 
center of the cooler. (Shown on a KONG 25).

3 - To use as a horizontal shelf, set the Divider on 
to the lip molded into the center of the cooler. 
On a KONG 70, the Kicker slot should point 
toward the back of the cooler (see illustration). 
On all other cooler sizes, the Kicker slot should 
face the center of the cooler.

3 - (a)To use the Divider as a side table, you will need 
a KONG Kicker (sold separately) to attach it to the 
side of the cooler. See Kicker instructions for details. 

(b)To install the Divider onto the Kicker, turn the 
Divider vertically and slide the Divider slot under the 
Kicker. Once in place, lie the Divider down horizontally 
on top of the handle. (Shown on a KONG 50).

1 - KONG Dividers can be used three ways with 
the KONG Coolers: divider, shelf, or side table 
with a KONG Kicker (sold separately). Some 
coolers can use more than one Divders inside 
the base.



KONG 25, 50, 70 & 110 Kicker Install

2 - (a) Lift the cooler handle up.
  (b) Lift the Kicker Handle Support Arm up   
        toward the cooler handle. 

1 - Open the cooler lid. Insert the KONG Kicker   
 into the integrated tie-down slots on either   
 side of the cooler. 

3 - Place the end of the Kicker Handle Support   
  Arm into the the cooler handle. 

(a)

(b)



KONG Cruiser Kicker Install

2 - (a) Lift the cooler handle up.
  (b) Lift the Kicker Handle Support Arm up   
        toward the cooler handle. 

1 - Insert the KONG Kicker into the integrated   
 tie-down slot on the handle side of the    
 cooler.
 Note: The Kicker can be installed with the lid   
 open or closed. 

3 - Place the end of the Kicker Handle Support   
  Arm into the the cooler handle. Some 
 pressure will need to be applied to make it   
 click into place. Note: If you have difficulty   
 getting the support arm in place, try to sit on
 the closed cooler while pulling the handle up   
 for extra leverage. 

(a)

(b)


